Six e+ e accelerators are working at DESY. All of them are operated from one central control room via the new common control system. The report describes some design aspects, system structure, first experience, and the control room.
Introduction
Particle accelerators may vary in type, size, and complexity, but their control task assignments have many things in common. In spite of these similarities different control system philosophies have evolved at different accelerator sites, and the main area of difference is system structure. Modularity, flexibility, maintainability, cost effectiveness, and system overhead are only some of the consequences of the system structure.
One of the designing factors in structure decisions has been the historical development of the specific laboratory. Since its foundation in 1958 a number of different accelerators had come into operation. The layout is shown in Fig. 1 Each of these control setups together with its process and console equipment will be termed a CONTROL CELL. Each control cell is independent and can be operated without connection to its neighbour cells. Cell-to-cell communication is effected by shared memory at the control room site (see Fig. 2 ). It should be noted that the need for these communications is strictly limited. Only a few words of memory have been implemented to keep the control cells independent Other criteria for control cell size are, of course, even and homogeneous load distribution of the complete process between all cells.
Load adjustment or system expansion by adding a cell can be implemented easily because of hardware and software modularity at all levels.
The resulting process divisions shows Fig. 2 Currently about 4000 process elements, for example magnet power supplies, cavities, RF-transmitters, vacuum pumps, or monitor electronics, are handled by the new control system.
The experience with the control system structure can be summarized as follows: -task oriented process division, stand alone capability of the control cells, and uniformity of these cells in hardware and basic software have been successful -all improvements (mainly in the software) have been immediately available at all accelerators without significant extra work.
The control room
The central control room is the heart and show piece of every control system. See. Fig. 3 .
This room has to fulfill a variety of requirements. It has to be furnished in a functional and task specific way, keeping in mind asthetic and ergonomic considerations. Two operating situations show the spectrum of the requirements. The injection accelerators and beam lines are switched on only during the filling periods of the storage rings and returned to the "power save state" in between.
The integrated luminosity per day versus a run period is a down time indicator of the whole process. For economic reasons the major part of the process equipment remains exclusive accessible by the control system tools. Besides the action from the control room, access is also possible via the SEDAC system with alphanumeric terminals on the site.
During rush hour periods more than a dozen experts are working at the consoles together with a number of colleagues.
The control system has to cope with the interactive procedures without noticeable interference and in a fast response time.
Currently the control room is equiped with eleven independent work stations. Fig. 6 shows one of these.
Each station consist of standard man-machine tools such as: keyboard, two tracker balls, program echo screen, alarm-screen, and two 19" RGB-screens, besides station specific equipment.
Operation of the whole control room is possible without programming skills. The programs necessary for service, machine studies, and production were written by software experts. They are executable by selection from suggestive menus. This, of course, requires the view of the control problem as a whole, consisting of beam instrumentation, process equipment, control system, and making adaptions where this can be done with minimum effort.
The uniform controls of the whole accelerator complex and the realized common control room for all machines has been rather advantageous for set up, operation and improvements.
These trend displays are important in several ways: -the operator can check the status of certain process areas at stand by just turning his head -time relationship becomes transparent by looking at their histories (strip chart recorder feature).
Meaningful displays and quick updating of information provides the user with a feeling of awareness and thus of satisfaction with the system. If the operator can furthermore base his own decisions on this information, the control system has fullfilled its purpose.
To sum up accelerator controls at DESY:
It has been shown that the task of controls for accelerators of different types and sizes are very similar.
